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OPENING CELEBRATION VIEWING TIMES 
Saturday 24 November 6:30pm- 8:30pm 28 November – 21 December | Wed – Fri 10am – 5pm 
 

LOUISE WELLS: OF OUR TIME - ORDINARY LIVES |EAST GALLERY 
 
Of Our Time – Ordinary Lives investigates the lives of maternal women in artist Louise Wells’ family 
over three generations. Through contemporary textiles, Wells’ explores their changing roles, 
responsibilities and expectations across the decades. The exhibition captures these shared 
histories, the cultural structures that have shaped the paths of the women’s lives, and how family 
stories can be lost over time.  
 
Traditionally textiles such as knitting, crocheting, embroidery and dressmaking have been a large 
part of the lives of the women in Wells’ family. The relationships with these skills has changed over 
generations from necessity, to enjoyment, and now for art.  
 
Recycled, repurposed and vintage textiles and other materials are used for their past histories and 
to explore concerns over waste and the environment. The resulting pieces are full of texture; with 
layers of dyes, stitch and raw edges. Repetition and blocking are featured throughout her work, 
alluding to fragments and echoes in time  
 
Examining the overlooked beauty of the ordinary, Wells’ practice is inspired by untold or hidden 
stories, “the ones we keep close to our hearts”, as it is only through enquiry that we discover the 
complexity of the journey people have travelled.  
 
Louise Wells is as textiles artist based in Perth. She has exhibited widely throughout Western 
Australia, and her artwork is held in both public and private collections. Wells also regularly 
teaches workshops and writes a regular common for Down Under Textiles Magazine. 
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Image:  
Louise Wells, 
Days, 2018, silks, 
satin, organza, 
and cotton and 
polyester 
threads. Photo 
Josh Wells 



Act–Belong-Commit Elevate Arts 
WORN OUT WORN ART | WEST GALLERY 
Wearable Art Parade 7-8pm 
 
Worn Out Worn Art celebrates creative thinking and environmental consciousness with an 
exhibition of wearable art from eleven local artists and designers. Worn Out Worn Art features the 
work of Andrea Day, Angela Ferolla, Charlene O’Brien, Katrina Virgona, Louise Wells, Lyndell 
Darch, Mary Ann Dawson, Minaxi May, Sarah Zel Chescoe, Susie Vickery and Trish Bygott. 

Reconnecting with lost skills and working against consumerism, the selected artists explore fabric 
manipulation techniques, the deconstruction and reconstruction of clothing, and creating 
sculptural forms using recycled, upcycled and repurposed materials. 

The exhibition is complemented by the annual Worn Out Worn Art Wearable Art Parade held for 
the first time this year at Midland Junction Arts Centre. Previously showcasing wearable costume 
designs from local school students, the youth arts event captivated audiences at the annual 
Darlington Arts Festival for 13 years. This year the parade is open to all ages and will be held during 
the opening celebration for the exhibition on Saturday 24 November from 7-8pm. The parade will 
be accompanied by live music from Eerie Anne and the Guildford Grammar Musical Ensemble.  

The exhibition and parade have been informed by a year-long series of workshops for both 
children and adults, working with industry professionals including designers, makers and artists to 
learn new skills and create wearable art from textiles and repurposed materials.  

Worn Out Worn Art is presented by Mundaring Arts Centre with support from Act-Belong-Commit 
Elevate Arts and Healthway, City of Swan, Shire of Mundaring and Jacksons Drawing Supplies. 

 
 

Left: Lyndell 
Darch, Matters 
of the Heart, 
1994, velvet, 
silk, wool, 
embroidery 
corset and 
cape.  
 
Right: Louise 
Wells, Once, 
2014, tea bags, 
fabric from 
surgical 
instrument 
trays, recycled 
jeans, 
petticoats, 
sheets and 
plastic drain 
pipe. Photo 
Josh Wells 



CLAIRE DAVENHALL: LOST SOLES | THE STORE 
 
International artist Claire Davenhall presents Lost Soles, a new solo exhibition exploring the multi-
cultural migration of people to Australia. The exhibition reflects upon the history and heritage of 
Australia; timelessly capturing a cross-section of diverse lost souls through her sculptural work.   
 
Lost Soles comments on the journey of migrants and refugees travelling across the sea, in their 
search to reach a land of hope and dreams. Davenhall also explores the strength of family 
connection and bonds that tie us together, taking her inspiration from poems, found objects, 
places visited and things seen and presents her own life as a travelling artist. The exhibition 
challenges the viewer to put themselves in someone else’s shoes, without judgement, and reflect 
on their own life’s journey.  
 
Concurrently engaging as an artist in focus at Midland Junction Arts Centre, Claire will work in the 
exhibition space throughout the exhibition to create an installation based on the first fleet of “lost 
souls”, shipped from England to Australia in 1788.  
 
Claire Davenhall is an international artist who graduated from Gray’s School of Art in Aberdeen 
with a BA (Hons) in Fine Art Sculpture in 2000. In 2007 she migrated to Western Australia, where she 
has exhibited extensively, notably Sculpture by the Sea in Cottesloe, Swell Sculpture Festival 
(QLD), Sculpture at Scenic World (NSW), Castaways in Rockingham and Brighton Jetty Sculptures 
(SA). She was awarded Winner of the Shinju Matsuri in 2016 and Major Prize Winner of the Drift 
Installation Awards 2017.  
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For media enquiries contact Jess Boyce, Communications Officer  
comms@mundaringartscentre.com.au | 0410 412 254  
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Image: Claire Davenhall, Lost Soles - Lost at Sea, 
2017, found objects, wood, leather, fabric, paper, 
aluminium, resin & antique pigment 
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